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A S'IUDY OF 'mE CHINESE REFLEXIVE ZIJI 
DEPARIMENT OF IJNGUISTIC3 
UNIVERSl'lY OF MASSAaIDSElTS, AMHERST 
1. INIIDlXICl'ION 
0lansky(1981:188) proposes the b:i.rxll.n3 corrlitions as 
follows: 
(1) A. An ancq:hor is bound in its governing category 
B. A pronaninal is :free in its govemirr:.J category 
C. An R-expression is free 
In Chinese there is a sinple reflexive word ziii(self), 
which is free in respect to person, gerrler an:i number. It can 
also follow a regular pronoun to form a ~ reflexive which 
is specified in person an:i number. Fbr example: 







c. T.a da ziji. 
or T.a da taziji. 
'Sjhe hit herself,lhimself.' 
b. Ni da ziji. 
or Ni da niziji. 
'You hit yourself.' 
d. women da ziji. 
or Women da womenziji. 
'We hit ClI.lI'Sel ves. ' 
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(2) e. Ni.men CIa z~ji. f. TaIren CIa ziji. 
or Ni.men CIa ru:menzl.]l.. 
'You hit yoursel vas. I 
or TaIren CIa taxrenziji. 
''llley hit themselves. I 
'!he sinple ziji can get a l0IJ3 distance anaphoric read.i.rg. 
'1heoretically there is no limit of distance to the possibility of 
coreference of ziji with a c-canma.rxiirq NP. For example, ziji can 
refer to any of the NPs which c-command it in the follCMirg 
sentences. (Henceforth I will use an urderline beneath an NP or 
its head to indicate the NP is a possible antecedent.) 
(3) ~ shuo ~ pipirg-guo ziji. 
John say Bill criticiz-ASP self(JohnVBill) 
cf.JOhn said Bill had criticized himself(Bill/*John). 
(4) Yuehan tirgjian Bide shuo Hergli jiao ~ CIa ziji. 
John hear Peter say Henry tell Bill hit self 
cf .JOhn heard Peter say that Henry told Bill to hit himself. 
In their analysis of Chinese reflexives, Wang & Stillirgs 
(1983:106) claim that ziji bel0IJ3 to a new category, "Anaphor1c 
Pronouns", am obeys the follCMirg condition: 
(5) Ana:r;.horic Pronominal Bind.i.rg RUle 
An 
ana:r;.horic 
pronoun I\1IlSt be bound. 1 
Although they do not mention any case where the anaphora 
goes up beyorrl the S immediately dondnatirg the governirg category 
of ziji, their condition predicts that there is no limit of 
distance to the bind.i.rg of ziii. 
On the other hand, they think the COllIpOl.Ill:i reflexives 
derived from pronouns plus ziji are true anaphors am obey 
O::!onsky's bind.i.rg condition (A) • '1herefore, the follCMirg 
sentence is not ambiguous, in contrast to sentence (3). 
(6) Yuehan shuo ~ pipirg-guo mill. 
John said Bill criticized himself. 
It is a gocd idea to distirJ;Juish between two Jd.n:ls of 
reflexives in Chinese. Nonetheless, the Anaphoric Pronominal 
Bind.i.rg RUle (5) is not sufficient for Chinese ziji. 
Usually ziji can only be bound by a subject NP but not an 
object NP. 2 R:lr exanple: 
(7) ~ gei-Ie Bier yi-ben ziji~ shu. 
John give-ASP Bill one-CL self's book 
John gave Bill a book of his(JOhn's/*Bill's) own. 
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Following Huang(1982:446) IS suggestion that subject 
orientation be adde:i as a parameter to ChClllSky's bin:ling c:cmdition 
(A), Battistella (1985:323) claims that Chinese ziji obeys the 
follow:in;J principle: 
(8) An aJ'lali1or is boun:l. to a subject in its governing c:ate;Jory.3 
CcmlbiniI'q Wa:r:g & StilI:in:Jsls (1983) observation with 
1iuarJ1(1982) am Battistella(1985) '5, the usage of ziji can be 
stated as follows: 
(9) Ziji lIRlSt be boun:l. to a subject. 
B.rt there is still sanet::hin;J inp:lrtant not mentioned in this 
statement. 
2. PERSON 1\ND NUMBER 
It is known that ziii is not specified for person am 
1'l1JIllber, but is it indeed totally free in these respects? As far 
as I knc1.i, no attention has been paid to this topic in the 
l:in;Juistic literature. 
consider the follow:in;J sentences first. 
(10) a. Yuehan shuo ll!Q da-guo ziji. 
John said I had hit self(I/*John). 
b. Yuehan shuo m 
John said you 
da-guo ziji. 
had hit self (youj*John) • 
c. ~ shuo Bier 
John said Bill 
da-guo ziji. 









shuo we da-guo ziji. 
said I had hit self(I/*you). 
shuo Bier da-guo ziji. 
said Bill had hit self(Bill/*You). 
shuo ni da-guo ziji. 
said you had hit self(youj*I). 
shuo Bier da-guo ziji. 
said Bill had hit self(Bill/*I). 
In each of these sentences, the matrix subject am the 
embedded subject are two different people. B.rt, only one sentence, 
3
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(c), is ambiguous: either the matrix subject (John) or the 
embedded subject (Bill) can serve as an antecedent for 2:iji. As 
for other sentences, only the embedded subjects can be the 
antecedents, while the matrix subjects cannot. 
'Ibis problem cannot be solved by supposirg that the Chinese 
lexicon contained two different m.is: 
one 
beirg a long distance 
anaphor am bearirg the feature [+ 3rd person], the other beirg a 
strict ana);ilor am bearirg the feature [-3rd person]. 'Ibis 
assumption cannot explain why the [+3rd person) ziji is not 
allowed to be used in sentences like (loa) or (lOb) to get long 
distance anaJ;ilora. So we have to look for another approach. 
Notice that only in (lOC) do the matrix subject (John) am 
the embedded subject (Bill) share the same syntactic feab.1re for 
person, the third person. In other sentences this is not the 
case. 'nlerefore we can tentatively say: 
(11) Wi lIB.lSt get the syntactic feab.1re person from its closest 
subject, i.e., its closest potential antecedent, although 
its real antecedent may be a higher subject. 
For the tima beirg, I use HUang's (1984:552-553) definition 
for "closeness": 
(12) a. b is closer to I} than 5:; is if' b ~ I} but 5:; does 
not c-cat1I11aIrl I}. 
b. When bath b am 5:; c-command I}, b is closer to .!} than 5:; 
is if b but not r;; occurs within the same clause as I}, 
or if b is separated from I} by fewer clause boundaries 
than 5:; is. 
In (lOC), ziji gets the feab.1re third person from its 
closest subject Bill, but its real antecedent may be either Bill 
or the higher subject John, which also bears the feab.1re third 
person. As for other sentences, the matrix subject has a different 
feature for person from the lower subject, therefore the long 
distance ana);ilora is impossible. 
'!he embedded clauses in (10) are all finite. 4 '!he follCMing 
examples show that it is also the case in non-finite clauses that 
ziji lIB.lSt get the feab.1re for person from its closest subject. 
AnDng these examples, only in sentence (c) does the matrix subject 
have the same feab.1re for person as the embedded subject, 
therefore only (e) is ambiguous. 
(13) a. Yuehan yao we da 2:iji. 
John wants me to hit self(mej*John). 
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(13) b. Yuehan yao m da ziji. 
John wants you to hit self(youj*John) • 
c. .¥.Y!J!bIm yao Bier da ziji. 
John wants Bill to hit self (Bill/John) • 
d. Ni yao !!Q da ziji. 
You want IDE! to hit self (IDE!/*you) • 
e. Ni yao Bier da ziji. 
You want Bill to hit self (Bill/*you) • 
f. WO yao ni da ziji. 
I want you to hit self(you/*I) • 
g. WO yao mer da ziji. 
I want Bill to hit self(Bill/*I). 
Now let's consider the feature for number. For example: 
(14) a. WO shoo ~ pipiIq~ ziji. 
I said we had criticized self (ourselves) . 
b. Ni shuo !li!!!m pip~ ziji. 
You(sq.) said you(pL) had criticized self (yourselves) • 
c. TajBier shuo 
.tmlJm pipiIq~ ziji. 
HejBill said they had criticized self(themselves) • 
d. WOmen xuan !!Q lai tan ziji-de j:irqyan. 
We chose IDE! to talk self's(my) experience. 
e. NilDE!n xuan ni lai tan ziji-de j:irqyan. 
You(pl) chose you(sq) to talk self 's (your (sq) ) experience. 
f. Talnen xuan ta lai tan ziji-de j:irqyan. 
'!hey chose h:i.ny'her to talk self's(hisjher) experience • 
In each of the above sentences, the matrix subject and. the 
embedded subject are the same with respect to the feature for 
person but different in number. None of these sentences is 
ambiguous. 5 
However, in either of the followiIq sentences, the matrix 
subject am the embedded subject are the same in both person am 
number, 
am 
either sentence is ambiguous. 
(15) a • .¥.Y!J!bIm yao 
John wants 
p~pLnq ziji. 
to critcize self(JahnjBill). 
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(15) b. HaiziIren yao fu-mu pl.plIlg ziji. 
ChildJ:en want parents to criticize self (children/parents) • 
'!he contrast between (14) am (15) sI:lI:Ms that llti is 
restricted in l'lI.Illlber as well as in person by the closest subject. 
lDrq distance anap:u,ra is possible only when the higher subject 
has the same syntactic features PERSON am NUMBER as the closest 
subject. 
'!he follOW'in;J exanples show that the subject of NP acts just 
like the subject of a clause for the };ilenomenon discussed above. 
(16) a. Ni zhidao l'lQ tui ziji de taidu. 
you knc:M I to self DE attitude 
You knc:M my attitude t:.owa:rds myself. 
b. Yuehan zhidao ni tui ziji de taidu. 
John knc:M you to self DE attitude 
John k:ncws your attitude t:.owa:rds yourself. 
c. ~ zhidao Bier tui zij i de taidu. 
John knc:M Bill to self DE attitude 
John k:ncws Bill's attitude t:.owa:rds him/hilnself(John,IBill). 
(17) a. Ni zhidao.nim!im tui ziji de taidu. 
you(sg) knc:M you (PI) to self DE attitude 
You(sg) knc:M your(pl) attitude t:.owa:rds yourselves. 
b. 'l'alten zhidao ta tui ziji de taidu. 
they knc:M sjhe to self DE attitude 
'!hey knc:M hisjher attitude t:.owa:rds himselfjherself. 
c. Haizinen zhidao fu-mu tui ziji de taidu. 
childJ:en knc:M parents to self DE attitude 
ChildJ:en knc:M their parent's attitude t:.owa:rds 
them ( childJ:en) Ithemsel ves. 
'!he sentences in (16) show the relevance of the feature 
person, am those in (17) shOW' the relevance of l'lI.Illlber. Only when 
the higher subject (the subject of a sentence) ani the 10W"er 
subject (the subject of an NP) have the same features for both 
person am l'lI.Illlber (as in the (c) sentences) can ziji get a 101'll';J 
distance anap:u,ric readin;J. 
When the W'Ol:d zi;i itself oc:x:upies a subject position in a 
clause or in an NP, it is also the case that 101'll';J distance 
:i,'1:--~==~1.;: unless a high subject has the same features 
person ani l'lI.Illlber as the subject closest to lijj., as shown by 
the contrast between the ambiguous (c) sentences ani the unam-
biguous (al ani (b) sentences belOW'. 
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(18) a. Wo 
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zhidao ~ renwei ziji hui yin. 
knew we think self will win. 
(we) 
b. ¥uehan zhidao ni renwei ziji hui yin. 
John knows you(sg) think self will win. 
(you(sg) ) 
c. ~ zhidao ~ renwei ziji hui yin. 
John knows Bill think self will win. 
(John/Bill) 
(19) a. Nimen caixi.an:J ~ jian-guo ziji-de laoban. 
YOU(pl) guessej we had seen self's boss. 
(our/*y=) 
b. Tamen caixi.an:J Bier jian-guo ziji-de laoban. 
'!bey guessed Bill had seen self's boss. 
(his/*tl1eir) 
c. Yuehan cai.xi.arg ~ jian-guo ziji-de laoban. 
John guessed Bill had seen self's boss. 
(John's/Bill's) 
(20) a. Ni shuo ~ renwei ziji-de haizi keyi qu 
2.sg. say 2.pl. think self's child can go 
185 
'You(sg) said you(pl) thought your(pl) children could go.' 
b. ¥uehan shoo ~ renwei ziji-de haizi keyi quo 
John say they think self's child can go 
. John said they thought their children could go. • 
c. Zhexie reo shuo naxie ren renwei ziji-de haizi keyi quo 
these person say those person think self's child can go 
. '1hese pecple said those people thought their 
(these people's/those people's) children could go. 
'!he exanples given above show that ziji cannot refer to a 
higher subject NP unless the higher subject has the sane syntactic 
features for person ani IlUIllber as the subject NP closest to ziji. 
It does not matter whether the closest subject is the subject of 
an S or of an NP, nor does it matter whether ziji itself is in a 
subject position or in an object position. We may say that 
although ziii is not specified for the syntactic features of 
person ani IlUIllber lexically, it llUSt get these features once it 
is put in a sentence. '!his can be shown more clearly by the 
following sentences. 
(21) a. XYDn zhidao Hansi yao ~ da nJ~. 
John knows Hans wants Bill to hit self(J/HIB). 
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(21) b. ~ zhiclao taIren yao Bier cla ziji. 
Jd:m knows they want Bill to hit self(J/B/*they) • 
c. Zhexie reo zhiclao n.imen yao naxie ren da nJb 
'111ese people knows you(pl) want those people to hit self 
(these/those/*you) • 
In (a), all the three NPs share the same features for person 
(Jrd) am. number (sin:Ju].ar), therefore any of them can serve as 
the antecedent for ziji. In (b), the NP !9!!l!ID(they) has a 
different feature for number from the subject NP closest to zij i 
(Bill), therefore it is not a possible antecedent, whereas ~
(Jd:m) is, althoogh it is llIJre distant from ziji. Sentence (c) 
sl1o;.Js a similar case but the crucial feature is person instead of 
number. 
In all the above exanples the closest subject is crucial for 
the features of person am. number. But this is not always the 
case. Same llIJre corxiition is neede:i for an NP to be qualified as 
such a crucial subject. 
zij i is specified as arrlJnate in lexicon, therefore it cannot 
take an inaninate NP as its antecedent, as pointed out by sane 
lin;Juj.sts, e.g., Tan(1984:20). Now we check whether an inaninate 
NP, if it is the subject closest to ziji, plays a role to restrict 
ziji in respect of the features for person am. number or not. 
Consider the following sentences: 
(22) a. Bier tingjian ni shuo na huo shao-Ie ziji-de fanJZi. 
Bill heard you srry the fire burnt self's(your) house. 
b. Bier tingjian Jimu shuo na huo shao-Ie ziji-de fanJZi. 
Bill heard Jim say the fire burnt self(B/J)'s house. 
In both sentences, the subject closest to ziji is na huo 
(the fire), web is a third person sin:Ju].ar NP. If it had 
sanething to do with the binding of ziji, Bier-(Bill) would be the 
antecedent of nii in (a) lvirile ni(you) would not. But the fact 
is just the q:.posite. '!his shows that the inanimate subject 
(fire) has nothing to do with the binding of dji. Only the 
closest arrlJnate subject can playa crucial role. In (a), the NP 
ni(you) is the closest arrlJnate subject. It makes ziji secorn 
person sin:Ju].ar. Hence Bier-(Bill) cannot be an antecedent. In 
(b), both the closest arrlJnate subject, Jimu(Jim), am. the higher 
one, ~(Bill), are third person sin;Jular, therefore both 
readirr:Js are acceptable. 
'lb sum up, the corxiition for the features of person am. 
number can be stated as follows: 
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(23) ziji is bound to its closest animate subject with respect to 
the syntactic features person and number, b.lt its real 
antecedent may be a higher subject. 
It is worth mentionin;)' that Japanese seems to have the same 
coniition or a similar one for zibun. For example: (a=rc:liIxJ to 
Koichi Tateishi, personal camunication) 
(24) a. John-qa ~ biQyn-Q aisite-iru to Clll¥:rt:te-iru. 
John Hanako self love think 
John thinks that Hanako loves self(Jahn,IHanako). 
b. John-qa ~-qa biQyn-Q aisite-iru to CIIlOtte-iru. 
John I self love think 
John thinks that I love self (myselfj*John) . 
c. John-qa booru-qa biQyn-ni butsukat-ta to it-tao 
John ball self hit say 
John said the ball hit self(John). 
d. ~-qa booru-qa zibun-ni butsukat-ta to it-tao 
you ball self hit say 
You said the ball hit self(you). 
'!he contrast between sentences (a) and (b) suggests that the 
syntactic feature person play a role in the binCiin:J of Japanese 
zibun: In (a), both John and ~ are third person singular, 
therefore the sentence is ambiguous. But in (b), the higher 
subject (John) has a different feature for person from the closest 
animate subject watasi (I), therefore the Ion;)" distance anaphoric 
reading is blocked and the sentence is unambiguous. 
Sentences (c) and (d) show that the inanimate NP (ball), 
although it is the subject closest to zibun, has nothing to do 
with the Ion;)" distance binCiin:J and sinply let it pass. '!his 
suggests that the animacy coniition also hold for Japanese zibun. 
3. 'IHE P-BXlND HYrolHESIS 
Why is it the case that the chlnese ziji, like some Ion;)" 
distance anaphors in other laIlJUages, ImlSt refer to a subj ect NP? 
It seems that the I!'DSt prornisin;J explanation is Giorgi(1984) 's 
P-bound hypothesis. 
Mainly based on the data with respect to the Italian word 
~(self's), Giorgi (1984: 336) proposes the followin;J prin-
ciple: 
(25) A Ion;)" distance anaphor is P-bound in its nodal domain. 
9
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'lhe nost :iJJp:lrtant concept here is "P-bourd": 
(26) b is P-bourd to II iff 
b is coin::lexed with II am 
b is in the P-domain of II. (Giorgi 1984:317) 
"P" is the praninent a:J:g\lIOOI'It of a thematic demain, Le., 
the set of ~ theta-'!1larked by a lexical head, a verb, 
adjective or 11OIID. A "P-dcmain" includes all the other~, 
with all the material they daninate, am the verbal, adjectival or 
naninal head which defines the theta-dcmain. 'lhe praninent argu-
ment shoold be identified with the highest one in the followirg 
thematic hierarchy: 1) agent, 2) experiencer, 3) t.he.me am others. 
Giorgi (1984) uses the P-bam:1 concept to explain three 
phent::.toona related to lang dista:nc:e anaphors: 
First, lang 
dista:nc:e 
anapbors usually ta:k:e only subjects as 
antecedents, because subjects are usually the praninent arguments. 
secord, lang dista:nc:e anaphors are not necessarily c-com-
tnarrled by their antecedents. P-bourd does not require c-canmand. 
With experiencirg vertls such as preocg,.rpare(wcrry) in Italian, 
objects are possible antecedents, because these vertJs can have an 
experiencer as object am a thelte, which is less prominent, as 
subject. For example: 
(27) Ia ~ salute preoccupa 11Olto ~ (Giorgi 1984:316) 
self's health worries Osvaldo a lot 
'lhird, a lang dista:nc:e anaphor contained in an adverbial 
clause cannot ta:k:e the subject of the minimal s daninatirg the 
adverbial as its antecedent, because adve:r:bials are not nembers 
of a P-domain by themselves, not bein;J theta-marked by any 
lexical head (although they can be part of a larger thematic 
a:J:g\lIOOI'It, hence of a higher P-damain). For example, the Italian 
sentence (28) am the Japanese sentence (29) are ungrammatical: 
(Giorgi 1984:315-316, cf. ~ 1965) 
(28) ~ ritomb in patria priraa che il fisco sequest.rasse il 
~ patritronio. 
Osvaldo came back to his countJ:y before the p.lblic treasury 
sequestered ~·s estate. 
(29) *Jahn-wa Bill-ga zibun-o mi-ta told hon-o yon-ile i-tao 
John was readi.rg a book \\tlen Bill saw ~. 
Now we check whether the P-bourd concept is appropriate for 
Chinese. 
As shown previously, usually only subject NPs can serve as 
10
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antecedents for ziii. 'lhis gives some support to the P-lxlun:i 
hypothesis, because usually subject is the praninent aJ:qlll\leI'lt. 
However, we cannot c:heck whether the object of an experienc-
ing verb can serve as an antecedent for zili, because Chinese does 
not have this type of verb. To express the correspon:ling neaning, 
we have to use a causative structure. For exaJIq:lle, flsanet:h.in;J 
worries scmeone" would be expressed as I!1OUShi .!!!hi ~ ~ 
(something makes someone wony) in Chinese. In such a structure, 
the experiencer is the subject of the embedded clause am of 
course it cannot serve as the antecedent of the zili in a higher 
clause. For e:xanple: 
(30) *illj,-de jia:nkar¥;J shi [~danxin). 
self's health nake Bill worry 
As for the adveJ:bial cases, Chinese also gives some support 
to the P-lxlun:i hypothesis. For e:xanple: 
(31) Jimu shuo [Bier [zai ~ ma ziii shi ] zoo-Ie jinlai]. 
Jim say Bill at Hans scold self tilre walk-ASP enter 
Jim said [Bill walked in ['fIhen Hans was railin;J at self 
(JillVHans but *Bi11)]]. 
Here ziii can refer to either Jim or Hans, but not Bill. 
'lhis is exactly what the P-lxlun:i hypothesis pre:iicts. Bill is the 
subject of the minimal S daninatin;j' the advert>ial containing nil. 
'!he adveJ:bial is not an ~ of the verb ml!(scold), so it is 
not in the P-danain of the subject Bill. 'lberefore Bill is not a 
possible antecedent. However, the IlPre superordinate subject Jim 
is a possible antecedent, because ziji is within the cauplenJ3l'lt 
clause of the veJ:b shuo(say) so that it is in the P--dornain of the 
subject Jim. 
If there were only cases like (31), one might think that the 
P--dornain is irrelevant am what is important is that.nii probably 
can only refer to either the highest (matrix) or the ICMeSt 
subject but not anything between them. However, the fo11CMing 
e:xanple shows that P-danain does play a role. 
(32) ~ yiwei [.1im!J shuo [Bier [zai!!il!:!§i ma .nii shi ] 
John think Jim say Bill at Hans scold self t.i:re 
zoo-Ie jinlai]]. 
walk-ASP enter 
John thinks [Jim said [Bill Walked in [when Hans was railing 
at self(John/JimjHans but *Bill)]]]. 
Here the secon:1 highest subject Jim, as well as the matrix subject 
John or the ICMeSt subject Hans, can serve as an antecedent for 
ziji. Only Bill, the subject of the minimal S daninating the 
adveJ:bial containing .nii, cannot. 
11
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'lhe folla..rirq sentenc:e seems to be a c:ounter-exanple. 
(33) Bier [zai ~ ma ziji shi ] zou-le jinlaL 
Bill at Hans scold self time walk-ASP enter 
Bill walked in when Hans was railirq at self(BilljHans). 
'Ibis sentenc:e is exactly the smre as the crucial embedded 
clause in (31) am (32). HcMever, Bill can be the antecedent of 
ziji here 'but cannot in (31) or (32). 'Ibis contrast shows that 
the stab.lS of the matrix S is relevant: zij i can refer to a matrix 
subject (Le., the subject of a :root S) even if the matrix S is 
the :minimal S daninatirq the adverbial containirq the zij L 
To treat this J:ilenc:menon, one hypothesis is that a :root 
sentense could have a topic position 'but an enibedded clause could 
not, so the matrix subject could be a topic am bind ziii but an 
enibedded subject could not. HcMever, this hypothesis is not 
consistent with what happens in general with the topic structure 
in Chinese, because Chinese does alla..r a topic structure to appear 
in an embedded clause. For exanple: 
(34) Bier zhidao [[niu-roo]Wp Jimu chan;J chi]. 
Bill}l::na;./ beef J.im often eat 
Bill knows that as for beef, J.im often eats. 
SO I propose the folla..r:irq principle instead of the topic 
hypothesis. 
(35) '!be P-danain of the m:JSt praninent argument of a :root 
sentenc:e covers everythi.t¥,J else in the sentenc:e. 
Accordi.rq to this principle, an adveIbial is in the P-dcmain 
of the matrix subject even when a :root S is the nrlnimal S 
daninatirq the adveIbial. 
'Ibis principle is larguage specific, although it may be 
parameterizErl in a universal grammar. In this respect, Italian 
a..~ Japanese are different from Chinese. canpare the folla..r:irq 
Chinese sentences with (28) am (29). 
(36) ~ [zai gong'an ju llDShou ziji-de caichan 
John at public-security bureau sequester self's estate 
qian ] hui dao guo neL 
before return to country inside 
John returna:l to his country before the public security 
bureau sequestera:l self (John) 's estate. 
(37) ~ [zai.!ll.gr kanjian ziji shi ] zhengzai du shu. 
John at Bill see self time ASP read book 
John was readlrq when Bill saw self{John,IBill). 
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In (36), the matrix subject Jdln can be the antecedent of 
Zl.Jl.. 'lhis is in contrast to the Italian sentence (28), which is 
~tical. 
In (37), the matrix subject Jdln can also serve as the 
antecedent of ziii, in contrast to the corresporxling Japanese 
sentence (29), where the matrix subject cannot be the antecedent 
of zlbm. 
'lhese cont:rast.:i.n; examples show that Chinese has the 
l~ specific principle (35) but Italian am Japanese do not. 
An adVerbial clause in Italian or Japanese is not in the P-danain 
of the matrix subject if a root s is the minimal s daninating the 
adVerbial. 
'Ib sum up, the long distance bindit¥J of Chinese ziji agrees 
with Giorgi(1984) 's P-bourrl hypothesis, with an additional 
larguage specific principle which makes the P-dcmain of the 
prominent argtlIlellt of a root sentence cover eve:t:yt:hiD;J else, 
incluc'lirq advemial.s which are not in an argtlIlellt position. 
It is worth noticin;J that the P-b:lurrl hypothesis is valid 
for long distance bindit¥J cases only. '!be closest animate subject 
can bind ziji whether ziji is in its P-dcmain or not. For e:x:anple: 
(38) Bier shuo [m [zai ~ chl wanfan shi ) cha:rl;J kan dianshi). 
Bill say you at self eat supper time often look T.V. 
Bill said [you often watch T. V. (when you have supper)). 
Here, m(you) is the subject of the S :iImnediate1y daninatin;J 
the adVerbial c:ontain.in:J ~, am the S is not a root senteno':!, 
therefore ziji is not in the P-dcmain of ni. However, ni is the 
closest animate subject, therefore it is able to serve as the 
antecedent for ~. 
'!he matrix subject Bier(Bill) is different from ni(you) with 
respect to the syntactic feature person, therefore it cannot serve 
as an ant:ecedent:, although ziji is in its P-dcmain. 
On the other han:i, P-b:lurrl does not require c-canman:i. For 
example: 
(39) Bier bei ~ pai qu guanli ziji-.de jiaxian;J. 
Bill PASS Jdln seni go manage self's home t.own 
Bill was sent by Jdln to administer self(BjJ) 's home town. 
Here, Bier (Bill) c-camt'Ial"ds ziji but Yuehan(Jdln) does not, 
therefore Bill is the closest animate subject am it can bind 
ziji. Jdln does not c-comman:'\ ziji. EUt, Jdln is the agent of 
the root sentence, therefore it is the lOClSt prominent a:r:gument. 
It has the sane features for person am nuni:ler as Bill, therefore 
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1t can bim z1;1 too. So the sentence is amb1guoos. 
So the final version of the conditions for the usage of 
Chinese z1; 1 can be stated in the following way. 
(40) '!be Con:litions for the Usage of Chinese Ziji: 
a. Ziii is bourd to its closest animate subject (CAS), or, 
b. it is P-boun:i (in its m:ldal dcmain) 6 bY an NP with the sa:ne 
syntactic features Person ani Number as CAS. 
4. C'lCLIC-C-aHWIDIN:; ANl'ECEDENT 
Saneti:rtes ziji can have a non-c-conmarxii antecedent even 
w1thout considering the P-bourd cases. For example, the antece-
dent for ziji in the following sentence is ~(John), lNhich 
does not c-canrna:rxi zi;i, nor does it P-bim ziji. 
(41) [~x1e de] shu ] chuiper:q-le nll. 
John write a:l>lP book flatter-ASP self 
'!be book that John wrote flattered self (John) • 
Tan(19B4:20) thinks that we were misled bY the coimexirg in 
sentences such as the above one--which is accidental but not 
syntactic. '!be trick is that the sentence happens to have an 
inanimate NP as its subject. '!be fact that in the Chinese lexicon 
there is no inanimate reflexive forces us, in this particular 
sentence, to coiMex the reflexive with an embedded aninate NP in 
order to make interpretable the reflexive lNhich cannot otherwise 
be bourd. She uses a sentence like the following to support his 
explanation. 
(42) [[Yuehan yujian de] I:!'.m ] chuiper:q-le ziji. 
John meet o::m> person flatter-ASP self 
'!be person John net boasted about himself. 
'!his sentence has the sa:ne syntactic structure as (41), but 
here ziji cannot refer to John, the subject of the relative 
clause. It can only refer to the :matrix subject I:!'.m (person). 
'Ihe difference between (41) ani (42) is that the :matrix subject 
shu (book) in (41) is inanimate whereas the :matrix subject I:!'.m 
(person) in (42) is animate. So in (41) there is no semantically 
appropriate c-canrna:rxiing antecedent, but in (42) there is. 
However, I do not think it is "accidental but not syntactic" 
that a Chinese reflexive can have a non~ antecedent in 
sentences like (41). one reason is that such sentences are quite 
natural ani fully gralIlIlatical. 'Ihey are not awKward at all. 
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Moreover, it is possible for riji to refer to an NP that 
neither ~ nor P-birds it EllJen when there exists a 
senantic:ally cq:propriate c-cxmnarrlin;J NP. For exanple: 
(43) ~ renwei Bi~ shu chuipen:;J-le !iii. 
John thinks Bill's book flattered self(John/Bill) • 
In this sentence ziji can refer to ~(Bill) as well as 
~(John). we cannot say that the non-c-command.ir:q NP ~ is 
forced to be an antecedent by the semantic interpretability, 
because there exists another possible ant:ecedent, ~, 'Which is 
not only semantically cq:propriate but also syntactically c-
cx:mnan:is ziji. '1herefore, we must check syntactically which cases 
allOW' a ~ NP to b:in:i a reflexive. 
Mohanan (1982: 171.-172) observes that Malayalam has a 
possessive construction in which the c-commard restriction is 
relaxed. For exanple: 
(44) a. npohante wiswaasam .1;ggn dhiiranaane enne aane. 
MOOan's belief self brave is that is 
MOOan's belief is that self(Mahan) is brave. 
b. *npohante mak.an .1;ggn dhiiranaane enne parannu. 
MOOan's son self brave is that said 
Mahan's son said that self(MOOan) is brave. 
e. *mooharrt::e wiswaasam ~ raksia::u. 
MOOan's belief/faith self saved 
Mahan's faith saved self(MOOan). 
He thinks the contrast between (a) am (b) suggests that the 
relaxation of the c-canmarrl restriction occurs only with sane 
special 
nouns 
that assert propositions, eg., wj!?W§C!sam(belief), 
abhiPraavam(opinion), ~(feeling), am the contrast between 
(a) an:i (c) sharIs that the relaxation occurs only when the head 
I'lCll.U1 (belief) is pred.icative. His explanation is that "x's belief 
is that S .. (am the NP "X's belief that S") has the same stJ:uctw::e 
as ''x beliEIIJes that SI! at the "lexical" lEIIJel. 
'!his "lexical S" approach is not appropriate for Chinese, 
because the relaxation of c-canmarrl restriction in Chinese is not 
l:im.ited to such cases. 'It1e crucial head noun is not necessarily 
predicative in Chinese, as ~ in the follCMirx.J grcmmatical 
sentence, in contrast to the Malayalam sentence (44e). 
(45) ~ xinyan;J zhengjiu-le riji. 
John • s faith/belief saved self (John) • 
Moreover, the crucial head I'lCll.U1 does not necessarily belong 
to the class that involves propositions. For exanple, the nouns 
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wenzharp(article) ani xianjioo(trap) in the following sentences do 
not belorg to such a special class, but the sentences are still 
gocxi, in spite of the c-cx::mnaro corrlition violation. 
(46) ~ wenzhang chuiperq-le ziji. 
John 's article flattered self(John). 
(47) Bier she de xianjing xianzhu-le ziji. 
Bill set <nIP trap catch-ASP self 
'!he trap that Bill laid caught self (Bill) • 
Another approach to treat the non-c-commaIrlin;J antecedent 
cases is to give the left peri:r;ilera1 NP a special status. rut this 
is not a satisfying awroach either, because a non-c-coIl11l11.U' 
antecedent is not necessarily in the lefl::loost position. For 
example: 
(48) Zuotian Bier xie de wenzhang chuiperq-le ziji. 
yesterday Bill write <nIP article flatter-ASP self 
'!he article that Bill wrote yesterday flatters self (Bill) . 
(49) Jilnu renwei [[[Bier xie de] shu] chuiperq-le ziii]. 
Jim think Bill write <nIP l:x::dt flatter-ASP self 
Jim thinks the book Bill wrote flattered self (Bill/Jim) • 
In the abcNe sentences, the no~ NP ~(Bill) 
is not in the lefl::loost position, but it is a possible antecedent. 
To treat a prOOlem with sane cases in which a pronoun cannot 
be coindexed with an NP that is not c:-comman:ied by it, Huarq 
(1982: 394-395) proposes a notion, "cyclic-c-command" , ani a 
lan:Jt.Iage-speific corrlition as folla.vs: 
(50) cyclic-c-command 
A cyclic-c-commands B if arx'I only if: 
a.A~B,or 
b. If g is the :minimal cyclic node (NP or s') that dominates A 
but is not ilmnediately dominated by another cyclic node, 
theng~B. 
(51) Corrlition on Pronominal Anaphora in Chinese 
A pronoun may not cyclic-c-command its antecedent. 
For example: 
(52) ~-de muqin xihuan~. 
His 1l¥:I!:her likes Bill. 
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To treat the problem abc:xlt arlnese reflexives, I will l::lorrcM 
the concept of "cyclic-c-canmand" an:i re-define "closeness" as 
follOlNS: 
(53) a. A is closer to 1} than !;; is if A cyclic-c-comman:ls 1} but 
!;; does not. 
b. When both A an:i t;;; cyclic-c-canmand 1}, A is closer to 1} 
than t;;; is if A but not !;; occurs within the same clause 
as 1}, or if A is a node which separates 1} fran !;;. 
In this definition, (a) is quite sinple, an:i (b) can be 
shown rore clearly with the follo.ling schematic senterr.e. 
(54) [SI NPi ••• [S2 [NPj NPk ••• ) ••• ziji ••• ]] 
Here, all the three noun phrases cyclio-c-ccmnar¥.i nJJ,. 
NPj and NPk are in the same clause, S2, as ziii but NPi is not, 
therefore NPi is the NP farthest fran ziji. Since NPj separates 
NPk fran nil, NPj is the NP closest to nil. 
Now we can check all the ~ antecedent cases 
mentioned above. 
(55) 
Sentence (41) has the followirg stJ:ucture, roughly: 
I 
S 




















N V NP 
~ xie [ ] de shu chuipeng-Ie ziji. 
Jotm write a::MP book flatter-ASPECI' self 
'!he lxlok ;[Q!:l,n wrote flat.t:eroo him. 
'!he minimal cyclic ncde dominatirg the NPi ~(Jd1n) is 
S', but the S· is inmediately dominated by another cyclic node 
NPj. 'lherefore, the S' is not qualified as the "e" referred to 
in (53b), but NPj is qualified. NPj c-camnands ziji, therefore 
Yuehan(Jotm) cyclic-c-canmands ziji. Since NPj (the lxlok Jotm 
wrote) is inanimate, ~(Jotm) is the only animate cyclic-c-
camna.ndirg subject. 'lherefore ziji can refer to Jotm. 
'!he grammatical senterr.es with non-c-comnan::lirg antecedents 
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(45-48) can be analysei in the same way. 
'lheoreti.cally there is no limit to the depth of E!lllbeddin;J of 
the c:yclic-c-caumandin;J NP. For exanple: 
(56) [[[Bier xie de 1 shu-de] diyi zharq 1 meihua-le ZllL 
Bill write <nIP book's first chapter beautify-ASP self 
'!be first chapter of the book ~ wrote prettified boim. 























I I I 
N V NP 
Yuehan yujian [ ] de ren chuipen:]-le ziji. 
Jd:m meet <nIP person flatter-ASP self 
'!be person Jd:m met boasted aI:x:lut hllnself. 
However, there are two animate NPs in this sentence. NPj 
(the person Jd:m met) separates NPi (Jd:m) from zii i, therefore 
HPj is the one closest to ziii am it is able to serve as the 
antecedent. NPi is not the closest animate subject, am ziji is 
not in its P-danain, therefore it cannot be an antecedent. 
'!be following pair also shows the crucial role of closeness. 
(58) a. [~baogao-de] diyi bufen] meihua-le ziji. 
Jd:m's report's first part beautify-ASP self 
'!be first part of Jd:m's report prettified self(Jd:m). 
b. [[Yuehan-de ~-de] -wenzhang] meihua-le ziji. 
Jd:m's father's essay prettified self(father) 
'lbese two sentences have the same phrase structure am the 
NP Yuehan de(Jd:m's) in both sentences cyclic-c-commarxl ziji. In 
(a), ziji refers to ~(Jd:m) because the other two structural-
ly possible antecedents ("report" am "part") are not appropriate 
semantically. In (b), ziji cannot refer to Yuehan(Jd:m), because 
ziji is not in the P-danain of ~ am Yuehan is not the 
closest animate subject to ziji - there is a closer NP (Whose 
head is . father') which is both structurally possible (cyclic-c-
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cauman:li.rq) and saImlt.ically ~iate (animate) as an antece-
dent. So only the closer NP (the father) can serve as the 
antecedent. 
Now we d1eck whether the restriction for person and number 
is still valid in cycli.c-c-commarxii cases. 
Sentence (43) has the followinq structure: 
(59) ~ renwei [~ shu] chuipeng-Ie Aill]. 
Jc:iln thinks Bill's book flattered self(Jcful/Bill). 
~(Bill) and Aill axe in the same clause, the embedded 
clause, whereas ~(Jc:iln) is not, therefore ~ is the closest 
animate subject NP to Aill and it can serve as an antecedent. ziji 
is in the P-danain of X!.l!i!:l!!n, which has the same features for 
person and number as Bier, therefore X!.l!i!:l!!n can also serve as an 
antecedent. So the sentence is ambiguous. (Sentenoe (49) can be 
analysed in the same way.) 
'!his is in contrast to the followinq unambiguous sentences. 
(60) a. Yuehan renwei [~ shu] chuipeng-Ie Aill]. 
John thinks our book flattered self(usj*John). 
b. Tamen renwei [[~ shu] chuipeng-Ie Aill]. 
'!hey think our book flattered self(usj*l:hem). 
c. Wo 
I 
renwei [[~ shu] chuipeng-Ie Aill]. 
think our book flattered self(usj*lne) • 
In (a), wgmen de (our) is the closest animate subject, 
therefore it can sm:ve as the antecedent for ziji. ~(Jc:iln) 
is different from wgmen de(our) in person and number, therefore 
it cannot serve as an antecedent. In sentences (b) and (c), the 
matrix subjects .ti:!:!.l!m(they) and wo(I) cannot sm:ve as antecedents 
either, altl:lou9h they axe different f:rem wgmen de(our) in only one 
feature, person and number respectively. '1hese exanples show that 
a closest animate subject, even if it does not c-command but only 
cyclic-c-ccmnands Aill, can restrict Aill in respect of the 
features person and number. 
5. '!HE STA'lUS OF ZLJI 
Fukui(1984:47-48) argues that Japanese ~ is A'-boon:i but 
not A-llourrl and "zibun is not a true anapwr, but a special type 
of proncminal, viz. a resunptive pronoun." He proposes the 
Adjunct SUbject Hypothesis: the subject position of an urgoverned 
S in Japanese is an A'-position but not A-position. '!his is the 
way he explains the subject orientation of the bindinq of ~. 
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lJeda{1984:41) also t"hinks that zibun is not an anap:ror, but 
"a lexically specialized pronaninal with only the I:x::lu:r¥i inter-
pretation" (i.e., it is not a deictic pronoun) • 
Is it appropriate to treat Chinese ziji in a slln:ilar way? 
In many cases ziji does appear in the same position as a 
pronoun with bound interpretation. For exanple: 
(61) a. ~ shuo Bier da-guo Wziji. 
John say Bill hit-ASP hinVself 
John said Bill had hit him. 
b. Shei shuo Bier da-guo Wziii? 
'Who say Bill hit-guo hinVself 
Who said Bill had hit him? 
c. Mei ge ren doll shuo Bier da-guo Wziii. 
ElIleryone all say Bill hit-ASP hinVself 
Everyone said Bill had hit him. 
(62) a. ~ shuo Wziji da-guo Bier. 
John say he/self hit ASP Bill 
John said fig had hit Bill. 
b. ~ shuo Wili.i da-guo Bier? 
who say he/self hit-ASP Bill 
Who said he had hit Bill? 
c. Mei ge ren doll shuo Wili.i da-guo Bier. 
ElIleryone all say he/self hit-ASP Bill 
Everyone said fig had hit Bill. 
But, there are some problems if we treat ziji as a pronoun 
instead of an anap:ror. 
One problem is the violation of Chomsky's bin:ling condition 
(B), the disjoint reference condition for pronouns. For exanple: 
(63) Yuehan da ziii/*ta. 
John hit (him) self/*him. 
Here the 
pronoun 
~ cannot refer to John but ziji can (and 
nust refer to John in this sentence). It is hard to explain the 
contrast in a theory that classifies ili.i as a pronoun: If the 
subject position is an A-position, 'Why ziji is allowed; if the 
subject position is an A'-position, 'Why the real pronoun ta is 
ruled out. 
'!he problem also exists in Japanese, e.g.: (Ueda 1984:37) 
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(64) a. *>I9l:.ID-9'a ~ aisi-te i-roo 
John him love (*John loves him.) 
b. John-Vcl zibun-o aisi-te i-roo 
John self love (John loves ~.) 
Based on McCawley(1972) a:rd 0Shima(1979:425-426)'s observa-
tion that there are cases where zibun is subject to Chansky's 
bi.ndin;J cx:n:l.i.tion (B), ueda(1984:37-40) points out that the 
bi.ndin;J of zibun in cases like sentence (b) above is marked a:rd 
occurs only if the verb represents an abstract but not J;h~icaJ. 
activity, therefore the follCMin;J sentence is ~ticaJ.. 
(65) *John-Vcl 1Jl!l.ID-o nagutta. 
John self hit (*John hit ~.) 
However, the b:i.n:lir:g of arlnese Wi is quite normal in 
=espol'Xiirq cases am occurs with any transitive verbs, 
including Verbs represent physical activities, as shawn in 
sentence (63) a:rd many other exanples. 
In the sentences in (61), although either .tg or ziii can get 
a readi.rg bound to the natrix subject, they are different in 
another aspect: Wi can also refer to Bill but t9 cannot. 
In Japanese, Fukui (1984:23) am ueda(1984:38) both think 
that it is not preferred for zibun to refer to the subject of a 
CCl!l'!Plenv=nt clause when it occurs in the abject p:lSition of the 
clause. '1hey think this suggests zibun rore or less obeys 
Chansky's b:i.n:lir:g condition (B). For exanple: 
(66) Bill-Vcl [John~ zibun-o nikun-de i-ro ] to Oll'Ot-ta. 
j i j/?i 
Bill-TOP John-NCM self-Aa:: hate-:m:::G-PRFS cx::MP think-PAST 
Bill thought that John hated self(Bill/?John). 
HC7iIeVer, we find that when the natrix subject has a 
different syntactic feature for person fran the errb!dded subject, 
the judgeltent is just the q:posite am only the errb!dded one can 
be the antecedent (accol::1:iin:J to Keichi Tateishi, personal 
communication). For exanple: 
(67) Bill-Vcl [anata~ zibun-o nikun-de i-ro ] to Oll'Ot-ta. 
j i i/*j 
Bill-TOP you self-Aa:: hate-:m:::G-PRFS cx::MP think-PAST 
Bill thought that you hated self(yourself/*Bill). 
Therefore the violation of the binding condition (B) renains 
a problem even for treatin:J Japanese zibun as a pronotm. As for 
arlnese, there is no phenomenon suggestin:J that ziji obeys the 
condition (B). 
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'!here is another difference between ziji and a pronoun with 
a boun:'I intel:pretatiOil. In san:e cases (resumptive pronoun cases), 
a pronoun can be locally A'-OOurrl. as a variable, whereas ziji must 
be locally A-bound but not A'-bound, although it can be irrlirectly 
A'-OOurrl.. '!his difference can be sht::Mn with sentences with a 
topic st:cucture or NPs with a relative clause. as follows: 
(68) a. Nei jiahuo, Bier renshi Ll. 
'!hat guy, Bill knows [ ]. 
b. N!ili jiahuo, Bier renshi ~. 
'!hat guy, Bill knows him. 
c. *Nei jiahuo, Bier renshi ziji. 8 
that guy Bill knows self 
(69) a. [Bier son;J-le Ll yi-ben shu ) de na ge reD 
Bill give-ASP [] one-CL Ix.lok cn!P that-cL person 
the person to wham you gave a book 
b. [Bier son;J-le ~ yi-ben shu ] de na ge ren 
Bill give-ASP him one-CL book cn!P that-cL person 
the person to wham you gave a book 
c.*[Bier song-le :Gill yl-ben shu] de na 00 reD 
Bill give-ASP self one-CL book cn!P that-cL person 
'!he third difference between ziji and a pronoun with a boun:'I 
reading can be shCMl1 with the split antecedent test. For example: 
(70) a. Yuehan he Mali tirgjian Bier he Anna shuo ~ ying-le. 
Joim and Mary heard Bill and Anna say they 
(J&M I B&A I J,M,B&A) have won. 
b. Yuehan h!il Mali tirgjian Bier he Anna shuo ziji ying-le. 
Joim and Mary heard Bill and Anna say self 
(J&M I B&A I *J,M,B&A) have won. 
'!he pronoun ~(they) in (a) has three possible boun:'I 
interpretations 'While ziji in (b) has only two. Here, all the 
three potential readings involve only subject NPs and third 
person plural NPs, and all these NPs are animate. Why is it 
impossible for ziji to get the reading with the four people 
together as its antece:'lent? '!he only reason is that ziji, unlike 
pronouns, cannot take split antecedents. 
Given the above reasons, I do not think that Alii should be 
classified as a pronoun. It is an anaphor, or at least it acts as 
an anaphor in these respects. 
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6. FEA'IURE SYSTEMS FOR NCKrNAL CATEl:;QRIES 
6.1 '!liE ~ FEA'IURE SYSTEMS 
ChaDs'k;y(1982:78) classifies nanina1 e>:pressions into four 
categories with two binaJ:y features, [Anaphoric] am [P onaninal]: 
(71) Features 
[ +anap.'1or, -pronaninal] 
[-a.na];tIor, +prornnina1] 
[-a.na];tIor, -pronaninal] 
[ +a.na];tIor, +prornnina1] 








Ueda(1984:42) thinks that t.hete are at least two 
subcategories un:1er the categmy [-a.na];tIor, +pronanina1]: the so-
called bouIxi pronouns are [+bouIxi] while the deictic pronouns are 
[-bouIxi]. 'Dle Japanese ~ is a [+bouIxi] pronom1. 
'Iheoretically I t:hink it is quite ad hoc to use the feature 
[Bouni] to distin;Juish between pronouns, because either the 
feature cannot be used to fUrther classify the other three naninal 
categories, or anaphors am R-expressions will be redurdantly 
nerked [+bot.uli] am [-bound] respectively am mo may be either 
[+bouIxi] or [-bouIxi]. 
Giorgi (1984:327) proposes a paraneterized lexical specifi-
cation with respect to the binlln;r theory (Bl'): strict anaphors 
are marked [+Bl'] , which obey the binlln;r themy, whereas lorg 
distance anaphors are [-Bl'], which do not obey the binlln;r theory. 
It also seems to be quite ad hoc to use the feature [Bl'] to 
disti.r¥;Juish between two types of anaphors, because the feature 
cannot be used in the other three nanina1 categories. If each of 
these categories could be fUrther classified as [+Bl'] vs. [-Bl'], 
t.hete would be eight subcategories. In that case, we may silTply 
say that the binlln;r theory itself is not universal. 
Now we c.ane back to look at ChaDs'k;y's feature system am its 
relation to his binlln;r conlitions. It is worth noticin:J that 
t.hete are four nanina1 categories but ~ binlln;r conlitions. 
It is qenera.lly supposed that conlition (A) applies not only 
to the category [+anaphor, -pronaminal] (Le. non-pronaminal 
anaphors) but also to any NP that is specified with the feature 
[+anaphor]. Similarly, conlition (B) applies not only to the 
category [-a.na];tIor, +pronanina1] (Le. pronouns) but also to any 
NP with the feature [+pJ:.'OnCIninal]. 'lberefore the category 
[+anat:ttor, +pronaminal] (Le., mo) is subject to both conlitions 
(A) and (B) I am no special conlition is needed for it. 
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However, Why is a special con:iition needed for the cate;Jory 
[-anaIilOr, -pronominal] (Le., R-expressions)? In a system of 
binary features, if [+F] means sanet:h.in:J, people will logically 
expect: that [-F) means the opposite. Why cannot we simply say that 
an R-expression is subject to neither con:iition (A) nor CX>rrlition 
(B) , or that it is neither bourrl nor free in its governing 
cate;Jory? In fact, an R-expression is not subject to rondition 
(A), just as the feature [-anaJ;ilor) implies. B.It it cannot avoid 
O:lll::l.ition (B), because it subjects to a si::rorqer condition, (e), 
Which entails (B). If the feature [+proI'lOlllinal) makes an NP 
subject to condition (B), 'Nhy does the feature [-proI1OIIlinal] fail 
to lllake an R-expression avoid condition (B)? R-expressions and 
non-proI1OIIlinal anaJ;ilors share the feature [-pronominal], What, 
then, is the property they share but the other two cate;Jories 
(pronoun and m::» do not have? 
Generally speaking, if conditions are made for cate;Jories, 
then four separate corrlitions are needed for four different 
cate;Jories. If the four cate;Jories have sane relation to one 
another and they can be represented with two binary features, and 
conditions are made for the features, then only two ronditions are 
needed. Anyway, it is saneWhat st:t'an;Je that thare are four 
categories but three conditions. 
Another t:h.in:J worth notici.n;r is that no lexical cate;Jory 
corresporx:is to m::> and bears the feature matrix [+anaIilOr , 
+prol1Olllinal) , although it seems to be precluded for sane 
irdepen:l.ent reason (Case theory) • 
Mohanan(1982:164 & 170) refers to the Malayalam lorg 
distance anaphor ~ as a Pronaninal Anaphor and thinks it has 
the features [+anaIilOric, +prol1Olllinal), the same term and similar 
features as Chomsky uses for m::>. His (1982: 170) CX>rrlition for 
anaphors, as shown below, is not so strict as Chomsky's. 
(72) Anaphors lllLISt be c-camnanded by their antecedents. 
However, he keeps the feature [pronominal] and Chomsky's 
birrli.rg condition (B). 'Iherefore the question remains: What is the 
ccmnon property that [-proI1OIIlinal] categories (R-expressions and 
non-prol1Olllinal anaJ;ilors) share but the other two cate;Jories 
(pronouns and promoninal anaIilOrs) do not have? 
Wang & Stilli.rgs (1983:106) call the Chinese n:ii an 
ADaphoric Pronoun. '!hey do not mention any feature specification, 
but the term they use is similar to What Chomsky(1981:191) uses 
for PR:l, a prol1Olllinal anaphor, Which is [+anaphor, +pronominal]. 
FUkui(1984a:7) thinks that it might be possible to acx::ount 
for the character of Japanese zibun "if we assume that zibun has 
the features [+prol1Olllinal] and [+ana);ilor], Which are disjunctively 
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(nat by conjunction, hence l?'l<O theorem does nat follow) related.". 
It seems to me that this ~on is alJoost the same as to say 
that there are two different z.i.btms in lexicon: one is a pronoun 
ani the other an ~r. 
6.2 A RE.VISED FEA'IURE SYSTEM 
I wwld like to keep the four nominal categories that 
Chansky gives ani treat long distance anaphors as a type of NP 
similar to l?'l<O. I will keep the feature [Anaphor), but :replace 
the feature [P:ronaninal) with a new feature, [Ge) (Governirg 
categmy). Now the condition for a nominal expression with the 
feature [+anaphor) is that it is bourxl by an antecedent in A-
position (henceforth simply "bourxl"). It follows that a nom:i.nal 
with the feature [-anar;:tlor) is nat bourxl, i.e., it is free. 'lhe 
new feature (+Ge] denotes that the binding or :freedom of a nom:i.nal 
is limited. to a particular small domain, the governirg category. 
It follows that the feature [-Ge] denotes that a nominal's binding 
or freedcm is not limited. to such a daMin. 'lhus we get the 
following system. 
(73) Naminal categories with 'lheir Features 
Features Empty categories Isxical categories 
a. [+anapx>r, +Ge] 










long distance anaphors9 
'lhe feature specifications listed. above predict that the 
nom:i.nal categories (a), (b) ani (c) are subject to Chomsky's 
binding conditions (A), (B) ani (e) respectively. As to the 
category [+anaphor, -Gel, none of these conditions applies. 'lhe 
feature specification indicates that a nominal belonging to this 
category should be bourxl, but not necessarily within its governing 
category. 'Ibis is exactly the pIqlerty of long distance anapx>rs. 
As for l?'l<O, it is well known as an 1.ll"lqOVemed element, at least in 
SOIlS 1~ like English, therefore it has no governing 
category, ani of course it is not subject to the limitation of 
such a non-existe:nt daMin. 'lhus, the two features, [AnaPlor) ani 
[Gel, show the basic properties of all the four naninal categories 
correctly. 
(74) 'lhe Binding O:::lrrli tions 
a. (+anaJilor, +Gel bourxl in its govezning category. 
b. [-anaphor, +Gel free in its governing category. 
c. [-anapx>r, -Gel free. 
d. [+anaP"JOr, -Ge] bourxl. 
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An apparent short:comirq of my feature system is that it 
cannot predict PRJ to be un;0IIerI1ed while Cllamsky's system can. 
However, it should remain to be an open question whether the PRJ 
theorem is really tmiversal. Many l~, eg., Bouchard(1984), 
Koster(1984) and Battistella(1985:328), argue that it is not 
necessarily the case that PRJ is un;0IIerI1ed. 
One problem to the feature system suggested here is that the 
category [ +ancq:ilor , -GC] is predicted to be boun:l, but it seems 
that fR) is not necessarily boun:l: there seems to be fR) with an 
arbitrary rea.dirg, moam. However, probably moam has an empty 
antecedent as axgued by some l~, e.g., Epstein(1984). 
One problem remains even without a:msidering moam. In a 
strict sense "boun:l" means coindexed with a c-cammanding 
antecedent. &It PRJ is not necessarily boun:l by a c-camnarrling 
antecedent. SometiJnes it 1!1ay have a non-c-comman:ti antecedent 
(controller), e.g.: (Cllomsky 1981:77) 
(75) !BJ finishing his work on tine is inportant to John. 
so the "boun:l" here has only a non-strict meaning: coindexe:l 
with an aJ:g1.lII¥mt on some conditions or principles. Another theory 
is needa:'l. for these corrlitions or principles, but this is not a 
new burden cause:l by my system. With Cllamsky's feature system, we 
also need such an additional theory, the control theory. 
It is worth noticing that even the problem gives some kind 
of support to the idea that PRJ and IOn;! distance anaphors should 
be grouping together, because the non-strict ~ of "bound" is 
also needa:'l. for IOn;! distance ~ors. For exanple, Cl1inese.n:u 
can have a non-c-camnanding antecedent, and, with an experiencing 
verb, Italian ~ can also have a non-c-comman:ti antecedent. 
'!he feature specification [+anaphor, -GC] ~ only that a 
IOn;! distance anaphor should be "boun:l" and not necessarily within 
its governing category. Other conditions or principles are neede:l 
for it and some of them 1!1ay be universal ~le others 1!1ay be 
larguage specific. '!he P-boun:l hypothesis is a candidate for the 
universal one. '!he cyclic-c-c:ommaJl:l condition is larguage 
specific and possibly a parameter in the universal grammar. 
Of course, the binding of IOn;! distance anaphors involves 
many different factors and there are many open questions. In this 
respect, it is also similar to control theory, which, as pointe:l 
out by Cl!amsky(1981:78-79), involves different factors such as 
structural configurations, intrinsic properties of verbs, other 
5e1!1aIltic and pragmatic a:msiderations. I hope further :research 
will show that the control theory and the theory of IOn;! distance 
anaphora share many properties and principles and the two 
theories 1!1ay be tmite:l as one. 
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1. Warg & stillin:.Js' (1983:106) original form is: "An anaphoric 
pronoun llIJSt be bound in its root governing category." 
'Iheir term "root governing category" means "the entire 
category dominated by the matrix root (S I, INFL" , VI' or 
whatever notion is used) of the sentence in whidl the 
ana{i1oric pronoun appears". 'Ib say this in a siltple way, 
the root gaverni.ng category is the whole matrix sentence. 
Since we are discussin:] sentence grammar but not di.sc:ourse 
grammar, we need not specify such a category. So I use the 
siltplified (5) instead of the original form. 
2. 'Ihings are lIDre c::anplicated in a passive stI:ucture, e.g., 
sentence (39), which I will diSCllSS in section 3. 
3. Battistella{1985:320) gives an eoomq:>le to shaw that Chinese 
.un obeys the gavemin:] category corxlition: 
Zhan;Jsan shuo Lisi kanjian-le ziji. 
i j j/*i 
Zhan;Jsan say Lisi see-ASP self 
'Zhan;Jsan said that Lisi had seen himself. ' 
I think the above judgement is questionable am both 
readirgs are possible for m:>St native speakers of Chinese. 
only ~ those who know English or SOlIe other foreign 
larguage(s) are there a few who think the lorg distance 
anaphoric reading is unaa::eptable. 
4. Follawin:] Huang(1982:331-332), I take lOCldal auxiliaries am 
aspect markers as means of detectin:] finite clauses. 
5. 'lbe inp:1ssibility of lorg distance anaphora in (14a) am 
(14b) should not attribute to their semantic oddity, because 
the follawin:] sentences are aa::eptable. 
a. We 
I 
shuo women pipin:]-guo woo 
said we had criticized me. 
b. Ni shuo nimen pipin:]-guo ni. 
You(sg) said you(pl) had criticiZed you{sg) • 
SUppose that two people, A and B, are criticized in their 
respective groups. One may say the above sentences, but not 
(14a) or (14b), to the other. '!he contrast will be sb.own 
mre clearly in the follawin:] pair, where (d) is perfect and 
not stran;re at all. 
c. We zhidao ~ dou renwei ziji hui yin. 
I know we all think self (wef*I) will win. 
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d. We zhidao waren doll renwei WO 
I know' we all think I 
hui yin. 
will win. 
6. 'lbe secon:i ilnportant roncept that Giorgi(1984:336) proposes 
is the ''nodal datain", where the irv:'Iependent (L e., [-dep]) 
INFL is c:r:ucial: 
g is the modal danain of A iff 
g is the minimal t.henatic argument contain:i.nq A ani a 
subject accessible to A ani 
g's INFL is marked [-dep(en::ient)]. 
As pointed out in Giorgi(1984:342), different languages shc:Jw 
the abstract dependency relationship in different ways: 
Italian uses Mocd (SUbjunctive vs. Indicative) to shc:Jw the 
contrast between [+dep] ani [-dep], Icelarrlic seems to use 
Tense (accorclirg to Arrlerson 1982), while ED}lish has only 
[-dep] INFL. 
In Chinese there seems to be no contrast similar to that 
between Indicative ani SUbjunctive in Italian and no special 
modal datain for ~. But this is not a problem for the P-
1:loun:i theory. We may either treat the mcx1a1 domain c0-
ndition as a parameter but not a universal condition or 
assume that it is universal but in Chinese any clause can be 
[+dep] without an overt marker, therefore no subordinate 
clause appears to be a definite modal datain for ziiL '!his 
is not an implausible assunption for a language lacking an 
inflexional system. 
7. Some Japanese native speakers have a different judgement.. 
For exanple, Yutaka Ohno (personal communication) thinks the 
sentence is grammatical. So it is questionable whether 
Japanese zibun d:Jeys Chomsky's binding condition (B) even if 
the verb represents a physical activity. 
8. F\lkui(1984) ani Ueda(1984) do not give any sentence 
cor:respond:irg to the Chinese sentence (b), therefore we do 
not know' whether there is a similar contrast between the 
Japanese regular pronotm )(are ani zibun. 
9. 'lbe logophoric pronouns founi in sane African languages are 
similar to long distance anaphors. Maybe. they can be 
classified in the same category. (Cf. Clements 1975, etc.) 
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